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Dear inspector
I would like to object once again to the power station and my main objection is based around the
fact that at the meeting 28/9/16 the point was raised that there had once been a tower structure
previously on the land that WPL are proposing to build on. The towers were there some 10 years +
ago and from my understanding listening at the meeting widely hated by the local people and was
a ugly structure on the skyline.
We moved to Bowling Bank because of wanting to move away from a city and to give ourselves a
better life work balance. Our home life and health is extremely important to us as we both have
demanding physical and mental jobs so to return to a green leafy village after a busy day was for us
worth working for and now WPL want to take away everything we have wanted and dreamed of.
We've worked hard for what we have and financially put in a tremendous amount of money into our
home and our hearts as well.
I am fully aware of other families moving to the area in recent years.
next door to
us build their home with two small children after the towers were demolished. They are raising their
children and may be one day have grandchildren as well.
We have a house being built next to us who no doubt wish to enjoy their property and their life and
not have it blighted by an unsightly power station structure.
There are two new builds as you turn right coming from
onto the B5130. The
owners of these properties are building for their future. One home owner has two small children
who attend our local school and as you know there is the potential for the school to close if the
power station does get built.
is a recently renovated property and a home owner with a young family.
has recently been build and again a family with children hoping for a country life. There
is no doubt more people with property investments in the area and families.
The point I am making is that all the properties I have written about have been build post the
previous tower structure. If these properties and the families were in existence while the towers
were there then that would be a different matter. I firmly believe that none of those properties
would have been build if their outlook was a tower structure.
Just because the land has accommodated a similar structure 10 + years ago then I don't think
that's a valid point to put it there again. Times have changed new people and new lives have come
to the village bring an injection of investment to local tradesmen and a variety and diversity of
people which helps to keep the village a live.
Time has proven that even though something may have been done in the past it's not often wise to
go there again.
Regards
Kath Briggs
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